Consumers read online reviews for insights which help them to make decisions. Given the large volumes of reviews, succinct review summaries are important for many applications. Existing research has focused on mining for opinions from only review texts and largely ignores the reviewers. However, reviewers have biases and may write lenient or harsh reviews; they may also have preferences towards some topics over others. Therefore, not all reviews are equal. Ignoring the biases in reviews can generate misleading summaries. We aim for summarization of reviews to include balanced opinions from reviewers of different biases and preferences. We propose to model reviewer biases from their review texts and rating distributions, and learn a bias-aware opinion representation. We further devise an approach for balanced opinion summarization of reviews using our bias-aware opinion representation.
Introduction
Consulting online reviews on products or services is popular among consumers. Opinions in reviews are scrutinised to make an informed decision on which product to buy, what service to use, or which point-of-interest to visit. An opinion is a view or judgment formed about something, not necessarily based on fact or knowledge. 1 In the context of online reviews, opinions contain information about the target ("something") and the sentiment ("view or judgment") that is associated with it. There can also be more than one opinion in a review.
Opinion mining research is dedicated to tasks that involves opinions (Pang and Lee, 2008) . Current research in opinion mining mostly focuses 1 Oxford dictionary only on review texts. Some key tasks include sentiment polarity classification (Hu and Liu, 2004b) at levels of words, sentences or documents, and opinion target (e.g., aspect) identification and classification.
Opinion summarization from reviews is an important task related to opinion mining. Early work on opinion summarization aims for structured representation of aspect-sentiment pairs (Hu and Liu, 2004a) , where the positive and negative sentiment for each aspect are extracted from review texts and aggregated. Opinion summaries in natural language texts contain richer, detailed description of opinions and are easier for end users to understand. Existing studies mainly use the review texts for summarization.
However, reviewers are unique individuals with beliefs and preferences. Reviewers have preferences towards certain aspects, for example service or cleanliness in hotel reviews (Wang et al., 2010) . Different reviewers can have different ways of expressing their opinions (Tang et al., 2015b) . Also, some reviewers are lenient in their assessment of products or services, while others are harsher (Lauw et al., 2012) . Overall, an opinion is a reflection of the reviewer as it encompasses their biases. Thus, not all reviews are equal.
Depending on the application, biases captured in the reviews can be amplified. Hu et al. (2006) suggest that reviewers write reviews when they are extremely satisfied or when they are extremely upset. Existing summarization techniques often treat all reviews equally by selecting salient opinions which may not necessarily be representative for different reviewers. We aim to compensate for biases in reviews, especially for review summarization. We focus on the following research questions:
formation from a reviewer should be used to model a reviewer's bias? 2. How to learn a representation for reviews that captures reviewer biases as well as the opinion?
3. How to generate a balanced opinion summary of reviews written by different reviewers?
Below, we outline the relevant past studies as well as our our research proposal to address these questions.
Related Work
Our research is related to two research areas summarized below.
Opinion and Reviewer Modeling
We identified two studies that jointly model opinions and reviewers. Wang et al. (2010) investigate the problem of decomposing the overall review rating into aspect ratings using a hotel domain dataset. The authors model opinions and reviewers using a generative approach. Reviewers are modeled to reflect their individual emphasis on various aspects. The authors demonstrate that despite giving the same overall review rating, two reviewers can value and rate aspects differently. Meanwhile, Li et al. (2014) present a topic model incorporating reviewer and item information for sentiment analysis. Through probabilistic matrix factorisation of reviewer-item matrix, the latent factors are included in a supervised topic model guided by sentiment labels. The proposed model outperforms baselines in predicting the sentiment label given the review text, reviewer and item on a movie review dataset and a microblog dataset.
Opinion modeling Opinion can be represented as a aspect-sentiment tuple (Hu and Liu, 2004b) . In order to obtain the components of the opinion, aspect identification and sentiment classification are key. Both tasks can be treated separately or combined. For aspect identification, aspects can be identified with the help of experts (Hu and Liu, 2004b; Zhang et al., 2012) . The drawback is that it requires input from experts and is specific to a domain. This triggered studies that seek to discover aspects in an unsupervised manner using topic models (Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Moghaddam and Ester, 2010) . However, such methods may not always produce interpretable aspects. Subsequent models are developed to discover interpretable aspects (McAuley and Leskovec, 2013; Titov and McDonald, 2008a,b) . To determine opinion polarity, lexicon-based (Hu and Liu, 2004b) and classification (Dave et al., 2003) approaches are often used. However, modeling opinions based on aspects and sentiment separately is not sufficient as the sentiment words can depend on the aspect. More recent models focus on incorporating context to model opinions. Such approaches include joint aspect-sentiment models (Lin and He, 2009 ), word embeddings (Maas et al., 2011) , and neural network models (He et al., 2017) . Alternatively, opinions can potentially be represented as a high-dimensional vector. Opinion representation in this form is a relatively unexplored space. However, in the closely related area of sentiment classification, sentences and documents are represented as vectors to be used as inputs for classification (Conneau et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2015a) . The idea is to model a sequence of words as a high-dimensional vector that captures the relationships of words. Similarly, opinions are sequences of sentences, thus it is appropriate to build on the work in sentence and document representation. One of the earliest work is an extension of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to learn a distributed representation of text (Le and Mikolov, 2014) . More recently, pre-trained sentence encoders trained on a large general corpus aim to capture task-invariant properties that can be finetuned for downstream tasks (Cer et al., 2018; Conneau et al., 2017; Kiros et al., 2015) . On another front, progress in context-aware embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) and pre-trained language models (Devlin et al., 2018; Howard and Ruder, 2018) provide other options to capture context that can be used to obtain sequence representation. All these studies focus on encoding topical semantics of text sequences, where opinions are not explicitly modeled.
Reviewer modeling Various reviewer characteristics that are modeled include expertise (Liu et al., 2008) , reputation (Chen et al., 2011; Shaalan and Zhang, 2016) , characteristics of language use (Tang et al., 2015b) and preferences (Zheng et al., 2017) . Some of these modelings are achieved using reviewer aggregated statistics and review meta-data. Reviewer expertise is modeled by number of reviews, where larger number of reviews suggests higher expertise (Liu et al., 2008) .
Reviewer reputation can be modeled by the number of helpfulness votes and total votes received by the reviewer. A higher ratio of helpfulness votes to total votes suggests a better reputation (Shaalan and Zhang, 2016) . In another reviewer reputation model, reviewers are modeled to have domain expertise which corresponds to the product categories that the reviewer reviewed on (Chen et al., 2011) .
Review text is also used in reviewer modeling. When predicting ratings from review text, the same sentiment bearing word, for example "good", can mean different sentiment intensity to different reviewers. Tang et al. (2015b) model reviewers' word use by using review text and its corresponding review rating. The resulting reviewermodified word representations capture variations in reviewers' word use that translates to better rating prediction. Recently, review text is used in addition to review ratings to model users and items together for recommendation (Zheng et al., 2017) . Using all the reviews written by the reviewer, the model learns a latent representation of the reviewer. All the above approaches focus on modeling the reviewer. However, our focus is to model opinions, where reviewer information is to be used as a factor during the process of modeling.
For our proposed work, we explore using review text, review ratings and meta data to model reviewers except for helpfulness votes. The helpfulness mechanism is shown to be biased (Liu et al., 2007) and it is still not well understood what we can infer from such votes (Ocampo Diaz and Ng, 2018) .
Opinion Summarization
Opinion summarization aims to capture salient opinions within a collection of document, in our case online reviews. Key challenges in summarizing opinions from a collection of documents are highlighted by Pang and Lee (2008) : (1) How to identify documents and parts of the document that are of the same opinion; and (2) How to decide two sentences or texts have the same semantic meaning.
To identify documents and parts of documents of the same opinion, one strategy is to use review ratings as a means to identify similar opinion. However, review ratings have drawbacks such as rating scales differ for different review sources, different assessment criteria among reviewers and reviewers may not share the same opinion despite giving the same overall rating. Review ratings can be adjusted to correct for different assessment criteria by comparing the reviewers' rating behaviour relative to the community rating behaviour (Lauw et al., 2012; Wadbude et al., 2018) . The review rating only captures the overall sentiment polarity of the review but not the individual opinions that make up the review. As such, the authors propose to decompose the review rating into aspect ratings according to the review text (Wang et al., 2010) . Alternatively, the same opinions can be found by mining aspects and sentiment polarity of each review. Opinion summarization can be seen as a task that builds on top of the opinion mining task.
In deciding if two sentences or texts have the same semantic meaning, the crux lies in the representation of sentences and text. Sentences with the same meaning have good overlap in words (Ganesan et al., 2010) . More recent approaches adopt representing sentences or texts as highdimensional vectors such that similar representations have similar meaning (Le and Mikolov, 2014; Tang et al., 2015a) .
The presentation of the opinion summary depends on two considerations, (1) the needs of the reader; and (2) the approach to construct opinion summaries. An opinion summary can be presented in different ways, catering to the different needs of readers. The summary can be on one product (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018; Hu and Liu, 2004a) , comparing two products (Sipos and Joachims, 2013) or generate a summary in response to a query (Bonzanini et al., 2013) .
There are two main ways of constructing opinion summaries. The extractive opinion summaries are summaries put together by selecting sentences or word segments (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018; Xiong and Litman, 2014) . For abstractive summaries, the summary is generated from scratch (Ganesan et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010 ).
An early work in opinion summarization proposed an aspect-based summary by organising all opinions according to aspects and their sentiment polarity (Hu and Liu, 2004a) . Although there is no textual summarization involved, it inspired future work to focus on including aspects into the generated summary regardless whether it is extractive or abstractive.
For extractive summarization, the objective is to identify salient sentences, at the same time reducing redundancy in the selected sentences. An-gelidis and Lapata (2018) score opinion segments according to the aspect and the sentiment polarity. In another work, sentences in the review are scored according to a combination of textual features and latent topics discovered by helpfulness votes (Xiong and Litman, 2014) . To reduce redundancy in selected sentences, a greedy algorithm can be applied to add one sentence at a time to form the summary. The greedy algorithm imposes the criterion that the selected sentence must be different from the sentences that are already in the summary (Angelidis and Lapata, 2018) . As most extractive summarization techniques are closely coupled with identifying opinions from review texts, the outcome is a set of sentences that are salient in terms of topic coverage, but they may not necessarily be the most representative opinions from reviewers.
On the other hand, abstractive methods first learn to identify the salient opinions before generating a shorter text to reflect the opinion. A graph-based method is proposed by Ganesan et al. (2010) which models a word with its Part-ofSpeech (POS) tag as nodes and directed edges to represent the order of words. The edge weights increases when the sequence of words is repeated. The summary is generated by capturing the paths with high edge weights. In a recent study, an encoder-decoder network is employed to generate an abstractive summary of movie reviews (Wang and Ling, 2016) .
Proposed Methodology
The intuition for our research is that summarization techniques that rely on similarity between opinions to identify salient opinions benefit from clustering similar opinions together and separating different opinions into different clusters. By modeling reviewers with opinions, we aim to capture biases reviewers bring into their opinions. We next elaborate our approaches to modeling user biases, learning bias-aware opinion representations and balanced opinion summarization.
Bias-Aware Opinion Representation
To achieve a bias-aware opinion representation, we model opinions and reviewer biases for each sentence in a review. We assume that one sentence contains one opinion (Hu and Liu, 2004b) . We envision two possible approaches to learn a biasaware opinion representation: (1) Two-step process by modeling opinions then adjust the opinions according to reviewer biases; and, (2) Generative approach using text, rating and reviewer information.
Using a two-step process, our main objective is to first learn a representation of the sentences to capture the opinion and this is not a trivial task. Ideally, we expect our opinion representation to exhibit two key characteristics: (1) Similar opinions need to be close in its representation. Using opinions for restaurant reviews as an example, "The soup is rich and creamy" and "Delicious food" are similar opinions but expressed differently; and, (2) Opinion models should be able to tease apart different opinions.
In terms of representing opinions that are similar, a promising technology for us is to make use of pre-trained sentence encoders and language models (Cer et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018; Conneau et al., 2017) . These pretrained models have the advantage of transferring the learned information from large corpora. However, we hypothesize that even with the use of pre-trained models, we are unable to capture sentiment polarity of opinions accurately. It will be similar to the problem that word embeddings are not able to capture sentiment polarity (Maas et al., 2011) . One potential direction is to adopt supervised learning using labeled aspect and sentiment polarity labels to improve our opinions representation. But labeled data is expensive to acquire and the granularity of aspect can vary with different aspect annotation guidelines. We propose to use review ratings as supervision signal to improve our opinion representation as ratings can provide a guide to sentiment polarity of opinions.
Towards learning bias-aware opinion representations, we further refine the learnt opinion vectors via modeling reviewer biases from their reviews and ratings. Reviewer biases can influence their star rating and textual expressions. The key to model reviewer biases is learning a distribution of latent factors and sentiment polarity from the reviews and their rating distributions for the reviewer. The refinement will be a user matrix that learn weights corresponding to the opinion representation. This can also be seen as the matrix that represents the biases of reviewers. We plan to explore different ways to learn this matrix. One option to model reviewers' biases is to learn representations from their past reviews such as using techniques in recommender systems literature to model reviewers using review text (Zheng et al., 2017) . Alternatively, other associated review information such as review ratings and even metadata of reviews can possibly guide the modeling of biases. We can also explore textual features of review such as the position of opinions may also provide clues to model reviewers.
For our second possible approach, we adopt a generative approach to model opinions as topics using reviewer information as latent factors (Li et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2010) . However, the topic model approach is restricted to using words as tokens. The neural topic model (Cao et al., 2015) is a potential technique to utilise word embeddings to improve the learning of topics in the collection of reviews.
Balanced Opinion Summarization
Summaries generated by the existing summarization techniques are accurate to the collection of reviews it summarizes. They are not a reflection of the true opinion towards the product. In view that opinions capture reviewer biases, we propose a novel way of summarizing opinions.
Instead of the usual summary that is presented as a paragraph of selected sentences, we are inspired by the work of Paul et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2010) , where opposing opinions are contrasted. We propose a balanced opinion summary, where we summarize and contrast the opinions of reviewers having different biases. For example, we contrast opinions of a reviewers who are lenient against reviewers who are critical. This allows us to present a balanced summary to the reader. The biases can be latent factors that will be discovered during the modeling process.
We propose to achieve a balanced summary that selects salient opinions from reviewers with different biases. We hypothesize that the biasaware opinion representation will form clusters of similar opinions from reviewers with similar biases. Building on a graph-based approach to summarization like LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) and Yin and Pei (2015) , opinions can be represented as nodes and edges as the similarity between bias-aware opinion representation. The density of the graph can be adjusted by the similarity threshold imposed on the graph. The saliency of the opinions can then be obtained by applying PageRank on the graph. In doing so, we also model the similar opinions that signals agreement or consensus among reviewers. After ranking opinions based on its salience, we can utilise a diversity objective through a greedy approach or Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) to select salient opinions that are different.
Evaluation
Datasets Suitable datasets in the restaurant domain for our research questions are: (1) NY city search (Ganu et al., 2013) ; (2) SemEval 2016 ABSA Restaurant Reviews in English (Pontiki et al., 2016) ; and, (3) Yelp dataset challenge 2 . All datasets contain user ID, product ID, review text and review rating, which will allow us to model opinions. In addition, datasets (1) and (2) are labeled with aspect and sentiment polarity. Although we choose to work in the restaurant domain for our proposed work, our models are not domain-specific. Other potential review datasets are on product and hotel reviews (McAuley et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2010) .
We approach evaluation in a two part process. First, we evaluate our proposed model on how well it learns a representation of opinion sentence. Next, we compare summaries generated with our bias-aware opinion representation with selected baseline models.
Bias-Aware Opinion Representation
Our objective is to learn a bias-aware opinion representation such that similar opinions from reviewers with similar bias should cluster together and different opinions form different clusters. We apply the evaluation method used to evaluate vector representation of text sequences by Le and Mikolov (2014) . We believe this evaluation method is applicable for our representation. We begin with a dataset of labeled opinions. From the labeled dataset, a triplet of opinions is created with the first and second opinions of the triplet to be of the same opinion, and first and third opinions to be of different opinions. We compute the similarity of opinion between a pairs of the triplet of representation. We expect the first and second opinion to produce a higher similarity as compared to the similarity of the first and third opinion. Of all the triplets we create, we will report the error rate. Error rate here refers to the number of triplets that first and third opinion is more similar than first and second opinion over the total number of triplets.
Our second evaluation will be a cluster analysis of opinion representations. We expect homogeneous clusters of similar opinions from reviewers with similar bias and different clusters for different opinions with reviewer biases. A potential approach will be to perform a k-means clustering where the number of clusters k can be determined by an elbow plot. The quality of clusters can be evaluated using the Silhouette Score.
In order to evaluate the bias-aware opinion representation, we look to answer a related question. Suppose each opinion captures the opinion target, the polarity and reviewer bias. Each opinion within the review contributes to the overall rating. The task is to predict the overall rating based on review text. The model will be trained on a training set of review text, reviewer information and rating. If the model accurately captures the opinion and reviewer bias in the representation, the representative should improve the ability to predict the overall rating of the review given the review text and reviewer information.
Summarization
Evaluating summaries is a challenging problem. There are two options to evaluate summaries. First, an automatic evaluation method using metrics such as ROUGE and BLEU. However, such method requires a gold standard summary. Obtaining a gold standard summary for our purpose is a challenging task. The second method of evaluation is a user-study type evaluation. Users are presented with generated summaries and are asked to judge the summary according to given criteria or to compare between different summaries. Some baseline models to compare against are Lexrank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) to represent word level models and DivSelect+CNNLM to represent vector representation models (Yin and Pei, 2015) . We intend to evaluate our summaries using a userstudy.
Summary
Not all reviews are equal as reviews capture biases of their reviewers. These biases can be amplified when we analyse a collection of reviews that is not representative of the consumers of the product. As such, analysis on the collection of reviews is not representative and can potentially impact readers who depend on the analysis for decisionmaking. To address this problem, we propose to model opinion with its reviewer using review text and review rating to obtain a bias-aware opinion representation. We plan to demonstrate the utility of the representation in opinion summarization. Specifically, the representation will be useful in the scoring the sentences for saliency and selection of sentences for generating a balanced summary. Although we focus on modeling opinions for opinion summarization, we believe the same modeling concepts can also be applied to recommendation. We leave evaluation of bias-aware opinion representation on recommendations to future work.
